The Super Special
Disability Roadshow!
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THE SUPER SPECIAL
DISABILITY ROADSHOW
Written by Robert Softley Gale
Directed by Joe Douglas
Original songs by Sally Clay
Available to tour from Spring 2022 | Running time 50mins (no interval)
First commissioned as part of the Edinburgh International Childrens Festival 2021.
Part-funded by Scottish Government Festivals Expo Fund.
The Super Special Disability Roadshow was commissioned for the Edinburgh International
Children’s Festival by Imaginate, created by BOP and directed by Joe Douglas, written
and performed by Robert Softley Gale, co-starring and with original songs by Sally Clay,
and introducing Oona Dooks and Oliver Martindale. Film made in association with Urbancroft.
Drawing on stories and experiences of disabled children and adults, the show explores
what it means to be disabled and how different generations of disabled people feel about
their identities, with characteristic BOP humour, heart and honesty.
Synopsis
Roadshow hosts Rob and Sal are testing out Rob’s new high tech version of their roadshow. Desperate to stay with it Rob has embraced the digital era. Opening with a cheery
(some might say cheesy!) ditty, they launch into their new show. Things are going pretty
well, as Rob and Sal teach us what it’s like for disabled people in today’s world … until the
younger generation decides to set them straight!
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• The show has embedded British Sign Language, Captions and Audio Description.
• For UK performances - we will tour with a BSL performer.
• For International performers - the access services can be translated. A local sign
language interpreter and audio describer may be required.
WRAPAROUND ACTIVITIES ON OFFER:
•
•
•
•

Disability Equality Training for venues, companies or young people, inc. video content
Schools pack
Workshops
Adapted pre and post shows
PRODUCTION PHOTOS

TARGET AUDIENCES / AGE RECOMMENDATION:
•
•
•
•

8-13-year-olds, but suitable for anyone over 8.
Young people
Schools
Families

TARGETED MARKETING SUPPORT FOR VENUES:
BOP can provide consultant support on accessible
marketing methods
Any warnings:
Possible strobe lighting

TEASER TRAILER 1

TEASER TRAILER 2

BSL TRAILER

SIZE OF TOURING COMPANY:
•
•
•
•
•

PRODU

2 Performers
1 Sign Language performer
2 Stage Managers
2 off-stage personal assistants
BOP Producer
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TECHNICIAN SUPPORT REQUIRED FROM VENUE:
• 1 technician to help load in and set up and get out
TECHNICAL DETAILS:
• Stage requirements - 6m x 6m performing area with a height of 4m, ideally sit within a
“black box”
• Dance floor - we will lay a floor cloth that is 5m x 5m
• Lighting - will use the theatre’s own lighting system and supplement with toured
equipment
• Sound - basic PA and use two radio microphones
• Video - we will tour with a video set up including control, monitors and projectors
• Parking - Space for a Long Wheeled Base Transit Van.
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‘Robert Softley Gale and his brilliant co-creator – composer, songwriter and pianist Sally
Clay – continue the exploration of the changing politics of disability that Birds of Paradise
began, in rousing style, with their 2018 Fringe hit musical My Left Right Foot.’
AUDIENCES:
“This show is a MUST WATCH! Loved it!”
“Amazing performance of Super Special Disability Roadshow by @BOPTheatre
Funny, thoughtful, entertaining and reflective-just BRILLIANT!!!”
“I’ve just watched #SSDR and I really can’t recommend it highly enough, for both
adults and children. The show grapples with some of the most difficult questions
around disability in a completely upfront way, while still being hugely entertaining,
funny and very moving. Massive congrats to @BOPTheatre, Urbancroft Films and @
ImaginateUK for making this show. I really implore you to watch it.”
“Just saw my first show of #EdChildrensFest2021
#TheSuperSpecialDisabilityRoadshow is as clever as it is funny! Thank you “
“I hope you will tour to a lot of Irish Schools & they learn (and laugh) as much as I did”

BIRDS OF PARADISE
Birds of Paradise Theatre’s artistic vision is of a culture where disabled artists are recognised for the excellence of their work, celebrated for the stories that they bring to the
stage and are a vital part of the artistic landscape of Scotland.
Birds of Paradise were Scotland’s first touring theatre company employing disabled and
non-disabled actors. Since then we have been led by a number of visionary leaders and in
2012 we became disability-led.
The Super Special Disability Roadshow was commissioned by Imaginate. Imaginate is the
national organisation in Scotland, which promotes, develops and celebrates theatre and
dance for children and young people.

CONTACT DETAILS FOR THE COMPANY:
Michelle Rolfe - Producer
michelle@boptheatre.co.uk
07967 181 227
www.boptheatre.co.uk
facebook.com/birdsofparadisetheatre
Twitter @BOPTheatre
Instagram @boptheatre

